Notice Inviting Quotation for Automation of two compressors in the manifold of the medical gas plant

1. Under the terms and conditions along with specifications are detailed below, quotations may be submitted on or before 7/02/2019 till 4.00 p.m. by post/in person furnishing the lowest rate and unit in a closed envelope addressed to the Medical Superintendent, Rajiv Gandhi Government Women and Children Hospital, Ellapillai Chavadi, Puducherry-605 005, and with Quotation for Automation of two compressors in the manifold of the medical gas plant marked on the envelope:

2. Controller should maintain pressure between 4 bar to 6 bar.
3. Controller should have sensor to measure the flow of medical air.
4. Display of medical air pressure is needed.
5. High pressure hose is to be connected for sample air flow passage to check pressure.
6. Air regulator needed for regulation of pressure between desired 4 bar to 6 bar.
7. All electrical connections needed for the above should have standard wires and they should be well placed with no exposure or hanging around.
8. One year warranty to be provided.
9. The quotations received either by post or in person after the due date and time will be summarily rejected.
10. Payment will be made by Electronic Clearing System (ECS) after the receipt of satisfactorily certificate from the competent authority and after the receipt of pre-receipted, stamped bill in duplicate along with the copies of supply orders.

MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT